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Virtual and Real Relativity
Serghey Gherdjikov (Sofia University)

Here the topics of the virtual and that of relativity are joined together. New concepts of relation, virtuality and reality are devised.
Relation is definition. It is not something detached but is the very ‘thing’. Relating is virtual defining. ‘This’ without ‘that’ is not this. ‘I’ without ‘you’ is not I. ‘West’ without ‘East’ is not west. ‘Man’ without other living beings is not man.

Relativity in awareness can be a virtual freedom for a synthesis of definitions, relations and descriptions, and a real freedom for a syntheses, identities and life processes.

Which is real and which is not, if things are definite only in relation? Which is real and which is not in a global inter-relating and virtual communication?

The virtual pertains to all artefacts. The reality of artefacts, and especially of signs, lies in their being related to a meaning, their reality is relational. Meaning is understood as a moment of a human life process.

The scheme is elaborated in two spheres: virtual and real relativity analogous to special and general relativity (Einstein). This theoretical scheme is developed into a study, giving new solutions to a series of problems concerning information and meaning, the world and language, identity and difference. Four areas of real and virtual relativity are studied: language (linguistic relativity), logic (logical relativity), concept (conceptual relativity) and description (descriptive relativity).

1. Initial considerations

The natural attitude is a real, indefinite position, which can be stated as ‘living as a human being’. ‘Me-here-now’ is a centre, a zero-point of a frame of reference where the things and events of the world are defined.

In the flow of life we experience: the world is immediate, unconditioned, non-relative. Natural attitude is spontaneous and unrelated; it can be described as spontaneous sensation, perception and description in a natural language. The speaker finds an unrelated world and extrapolates:

The world is one and the same for different preceptors and descriptions.
Life flows not as an undifferentiated flow, but in flowing forms, mutually defining each other, thus defining a human living form and a human world. This is the real sphere where human beings acquire meaning.

In logic and mathematics the symbol $aRb$ is accepted for a relation. It is elaborated in Philosophy by Bertrand Russell.¹

New proposition: $R$ has no reality along with the separated $a$ and $b$.

Definition 1. Relation: One with reference to other. When writing “$a > b$” we are defining $a$ with reference to $b$, but are not stating a third thing between them. So, relation is virtual with respect to the relata, and thus the definitions in their mutual reference are virtual. To virtual relations ‘correspond’ real connected qualia. What distinguishes the real from the virtual with sufficient clearness is that the real can live without the virtual and the virtual has no life without the real.

Taking awareness of relativity. In Husserl’s phenomenology the position of living (Erlebnis) is absolute. But even when I say ‘life’, ‘I’, ‘world’, I am situated in a particular language and only there have those ‘evident things’ any significance. For there are no detached elements prior to language: life, I, consciousness, world, a thing, etc., which Husserl takes to be absolute units of the natural attitude.

The awareness of relativity shakes natural attitude.

Identity and differences are relative.

The world is not something in front of us, it is a life of our own. The world beyond or, more exactly, prior to ‘subject-object’ (‘language–world’) is life which comprises also communication by speech.

Computer simulations, in which one is able to communicate, to produce, to buy and sell, to win and lose, to act

analogously to one’s state in society put one in a situation radically different from the familiar division of nature and spirit. Which is real and which is not? Here a clear answer is given: real is what we are born in, what we live and die in. *We cannot be born, live and die in a computer simulation.*

*Definitions of the world are made in languages.* The world contains language, life contains speech. Prior to languages there isn’t so far anything definite beyond spontaneous sense perceptions: there are even no ‘I’, ‘thinking’, ‘thing’. The pairs of concepts (‘subject–object’) are virtual, symmetrical, homogenous syntheses, not real entities. Contradictions are heterogeneous syntheses.

*Cultural relativity.* Different language communities, depending on the distance between their languages, may not only maintain different statements about the world, but talk in different categories. The greatest differences we find exactly between those concepts we assume to be universal and common to all mankind: ‘God’, ‘being–non-being’, ‘absolute–relative’, ‘subject–object’, ‘I–world’, ‘necessary–accidental’, ‘freedom–non-freedom’. Neutral talk is a classical illusion, analogous to the illusion about neutral results from measuring distances and time-intervals in mechanics. *It is not possible and not sensible to look for ‘truth’ somewhere ‘in between’ those diverging concepts.*

There is no such thing as ‘language’ employed by all people to exchange neutral information about an independent world. ‘Language’ is a form of speaking in a local life.

*Western* categories and concepts: substance (‘Universe’, ‘elementary particle’), necessity (‘energy’ that is being conserved, ‘laws of nature’, which are eternal), ‘objective world’, ‘observing subject’.

‘Gravity’. Languages are really related to human life’s processes. From *pure languages* making statements of the world and expressing each other by means of translations (‘virtual relativity’) we move on to *living people* talking about
their lives (‘real relativity’). People are speaking in the form of their life-process. Languages gravitate toward human form, not to some language, and this does away with relativism.

‘Inertia’. Languages are fixed to local forms of common living. Communities fix local identities. In reality people understand each other with difficulty; they pass by or repel each other.

*The source of meaning is a life process.* The horizon of ‘relativity’ in the present theory and study is the spectrum of dispersion, the area of discrimination between the definitions and descriptions of the world in the flow of information and especially speaking and writing (respectively, listening and reading).

A ‘classical domain’. The ‘classical domain’ is a domain of a homogeneous and isomorphic linguistic space-time where the statements and communications between speaking individuals and communities come into being.

Classical linguistic gravitation. Each language is assimilating and shaping world forms, describing them in its own form.

‘Invisibility’ of language. A mother tongue is ‘invisible’ as one of the languages – i.e. it is not taken awareness of with respect to other languages. (The eye is invisible for itself.) It is not recognized as one language on an equal footing with other languages. The interference of language into the world remains unseen. In this situation people are convinced of the existence of a unique World and a unique Language, of a unique Grammar and a unique Logic.

A ‘virtual sphere’. As a ‘virtual sphere’ I designate the domain of artefacts and especially signs. The virtual has no reality without respect to the real – the flow of worlding. A sign is a sign with respect to an object of reference; an artefact is an artefact with respect to a function.

The poles ‘virtual-real’ are relative. The virtual is virtual with respect to the real, and the real is real with respect
to the virtual. The virtual is real as a sensible form. The real is virtual as a passing experience, not a permanent reality.

Franz Boas formulated relativity as a methodological rule: “The scientific study of generalized social forms requires … that the investigator free himself from all valuations based on our culture. An objective, strictly scientific inquiry can be made only if we succeed in entering into each culture on its own basis”.2 This is known in anthropology as ‘principle of relativism’.

Relativistic illusion. Acknowledging relativity entails the acceptance of a position, which is a mirror image of the ‘Absolute’: “Anything is relative”. But anthropological relativism has a limit (a ‘human nature’ is postulated). The contingency of the I and the communities (Rorty 1989) does not imply the absence of an individual and community to be maintained against disappearance.

A new definition of Relativism: Relativism is non-discrimination between virtual and real.

A ‘real sphere’. As ‘real sphere’ I designate the domain of the immediate living of individuals and communities. The real cannot be created and destroyed. The idea of ‘being’ is involved here. What one experiences cannot be synthesized and deleted, cannot be edited and corrected. It is real to be that human being.

Definiteness of relativity. We have to quit relativism. To do this we have to define relativities. Seemingly there is no foothold in relativity, but in fact the foothold is exactly in relatedness.

So far the theory of real relativity has not been developed, i.e. a theory describing the curved space of global communication and description of the world while avoiding its reduction to the level of classical understanding. This ‘general’

---

theory overcomes the relativism of the ‘special’ or virtual theory. It overcomes absolutism dominating classical philosophy and, partially, theoretical physics, as well as contemporary relativism.

2. Definitions and propositions – real and virtual

Definition 1. Relation: One with respect to other.
Axiom 1. Every definition is relation.
Consequence. There is no definiteness outside a relation.


Definition 3. Real is here: experienced, quale, phenomenon, flow of lived forms.
Definition 4. Real relation (connection): unity of qualia as moments in a life process.
Real relatedness/relativity: definiteness of moments in a life process, meaningfulness.

Definition 5. Real position: moment-locality of living as a human being: ‘me-here-now’.
Principle of real relativity:
Meaning is a moment in a life process.
Definition 6. Virtual: definiteness of meaning.
Axiom 2. The virtual is synthesized as a non-living artefact with a live meaning.

Definition 7. Virtual relation: definiteness in two or more signs. ‘This’ is together with and different from ‘that’. Insofar as defining is relating, different relations yield different definitions. Unrelatedness is indefiniteness. The non-relative is indefinite.
Virtual (semiotic) relativity: signs being defined in relation to other signs.
Reference is to say virtual-real relatedness, conferring of meaning.
Definition 8. *Virtual projection*: Real-virtual relatedness, projection of meaning into a sign (of a sign into another sign by means of a common meaning).

Sign is contingent and it is not caused by its referent. It is chosen for to referee it – the definition of the sign is teleological. This act is projecting of a meaning into a sign, semiotic synthesis.

Axiom 3. Language is a frame of reference, in which the semiotic form is defined and through it the real phenomenon.


Principle of virtual relativity:
Sign forms are defined with respect to a language.

These definitions and propositions are only *rules of an investigator’s game*.

### 3. Virtual and real definiteness (information)

*Virtual information* (Axiom 1). Taken virtually, ‘information’ is a series of units, variety, definiteness. It is limited by ‘noise’ – lack of definiteness (Shannon). Here no meaning, no understanding, no subject is introduced.

Relation (definition) has as a minimum two units and can be indefinitely multiplied. Thus definiteness grows. This formulation is directly confirmed by the definition of a unit of information – a choice between two alternatives – *not one unrelated unit*. The amount of information for one and the same description may vary with varying systems of signs.

*Real information* (Axiom 2). Here an *act* of finding (creation) emerges: something is being experienced or done. Here meaning, understanding, ‘subject’ is introduced.

Taken as reality, information is ‘variety ordered by meaning’ and meaning is a ‘life process’. *In relation to meaning*
variety is accidental. Taken as reality, information is not present prior to an act of synthesis.

Qualia are real – signs are virtual. Qualia are organized in forms of life processes (phenomena) and thus acquire their meaning.

A definition within the pair ‘virtual–real’ avoids the confusion of the semiotic definition: in reality a sign cannot stand in place of anything except of another sign. The word ‘red’ does not really replace the sensibilium red: looking–talking cannot stand one in the place of the other. Here one can see how the opposition real–virtual relativity throws semiosis into relief.

A paradox of ‘virtual information’. What will play the role of a sign depends on our decision. E.g. it is our choice that the presence and absence of electric current designate the states 1 and 0. The paradox is that information is independent from us and, nevertheless, depends on us – the location of ink drops in water does not depend on us, but the choice of this location as a defining characteristic depends on us.

Consequence of Definition 7. The degree of definiteness equals the amount of different relations, in which something is defined. That fits precisely to the notion ‘amount of information’ – Shannon: “The choice of a logarithmic base corresponds to the choice of a unit for measuring information. If the base 2 is used the resulting units may be called binary digits, or more briefly bits”. This is a decisive confirmation of the thesis about definiteness as a relation between two at least. Zero definiteness is in the one unrelated to something else. In absence of another number ‘1’ has no meaning.

Information ‘as such’ is unreal. In contrast to matter, information has no mass and energy. In reality any information is carried by a material form characterized by energy and as

---

such it is being destroyed and turned into noise. Only the information carrier, as matter-energy, is liable to entropy.

What distinguishes variety from information is the difference between disorder and order. Order is introduced by the synthesis of meaning. Thus the digits 4371 are disorderly until entered as a code for access to a safe. If order is detached from meaning anything in the world becomes information and the concept loses any content.

The processing of information is not synthesis of information. Information can be transformed without being changed. This is a projection of one information – the program – onto another information – the data.

Consequences:

1. An ‘artificial intelligence’ cannot create information without our own decision that it does.
2. Without us knowing the state of an ‘artificial intelligence’ this state is not meaningful information.

   Pure information does not exist anywhere in the world. Taken as reality, information is an ‘act of meaning’.

3. There are no ‘data’ without somebody taking them as such.

The two aspects of entropy, ignorance and indefiniteness, taken as ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’, come down to a life process. They are not different.

4. There is no artificial life and no artificial intelligence.
5. There is no virtual world.

4. Virtual relativity

Virtual (semiotic) relativity: definiteness of signs with respect to other signs.

Relative is everything that is ‘that’ as well as ‘another’ and is neither ‘that’ nor ‘another’ outside a definite reference. Something turns into something else ‘under our very eyes’, something is already another thing, suffice it that we relate it to something else. This is not a fantastic conversion of things. A
human is human only with reference to non-human forms. ‘Human’, in absence of other living beings, is immediately reduced to ‘living being’. ‘Living’, in absence of non-living, is immediately reduced to ‘existent’, and ‘existent’ without non-existent melts into indefiniteness.

Relativity of the ‘thing’. ‘This’ is ‘this’ only with respect to ‘that’. Without ‘that’ there is no ‘this’ (Zhuangzi). ‘Sky’ is ‘a space above earth’, ‘earth’ is a surface ‘under a sky’.

Virtuality of ‘the thing’. As Hilary Putnam put it: “‘Objects’ do not exist independently of conceptual schemes. We cut up the world into objects when we introduce one or another scheme of description”.4

For the virtual area one can disregard energy and deal with information only. In virtual space-time energy is absent or is reduced to zero, is ignored.

In virtual space-time the laws of physics are not applied, life and consciousness as a live process are not included. The virtual does not live – it is not born and does not die.

Consequence of Axiom 2. A sign is defined in significance. An artefact is defined in intention/ function. Creation of an artefact is creation of meaning.

From all the above it follows: there is no live word, digit, number or statement. There is no ‘live computer programme’, ‘live machine’, ‘live concept’, ‘live theory’. One cannot live in a virtual world.

Consequence of Axiom 3. Each of the frames of reference defines its own places for the signs, its own positions of designating, expression, description, its own definitions of referents and meanings.

Definition: ‘Virtual space’: a set of virtual sign-points defined in a language.

---

Taken virtually, one can move everywhere without any limits, but in reality this requires a carrier and a programme (a book, a telephone, a computer in front of a living individual).

Definition. ‘Virtual time’: a series of linguistic operations or syntheses defined in a language. Taken virtually, one can travel in time without any limits. In reality one remembers only the past and expects the future.

Consequence of Definition 9. No more than one position can be occupied at a time.

Consequence of Definition 9. One cannot be aware of two points of view at a time.

Consequence of Definition 9. A statement, in which different sign systems are present, is devoid of meaning. People converse also in mixed languages, but they interpret them in communicative acts. Formally, i.e. virtually, mixing of signs renders them meaningless. This is why unanswerable questions arise with respect to expressions like “The brain thinks”. In the latter physiological and psychological language are mixed.

Consequence of Definition 9. A language is defined with respect to another language. A virtual position is defined with respect to another one. When lacking a reference to another position one’s own position is indefinite. It is merely a zero-point. It is the virtual analogue of the imaginary ‘transcendental subject’ (Kant, Fichte, and Husserl).

Language – a programme for virtual syntheses.

Consequence of Axiom 3. Language is virtual, in contrast to speech. Language is analogous to a programme for recognition, description, explanation, prescription, speech action. Thus the problem of the relation between language and speech is beautifully solved.

Consequence of Definition 9. A computer programme is a virtual language for the possible operations performed on it.

Virtual inertia.

Consequence of Definition 9. Position is conserved in a state of rest or drift – it is not changed without exertion of force.
Position moves spontaneously and unconsciously (analogously to ‘rectilinear motion’) – drift.

Consequence of Definition 9. Position is consciously changed – solution of a cognitive or communication problem.

Consequence of Definition 9. Getting aware is a synthesis of a new reference (definition) or series (a sequence of definitions).

Statement – virtual definition.

Definition. Statement: synthesis of a linguistic form.

A statement in the sense of virtual relativity is meaningful speech, synthesizing (engendering) at least one unit of meaningful information.

Consequence. There is no difference as to form between definitions and propositions. “A straight line is the shortest distance between two points” is a definition as well as an axiom, according to its position in the network of propositions.

At a most primitive level one can say: I-human, one can point to oneself and say: John. But this already amounts to a synthesis of meaning. The elementary syntax: „S–V–O“ (subject-action-object) has the form of a live act. This is a synthesis or, more exactly, a re-synthesis against the spontaneous decay of meaning into indefiniteness. Who does synthesize? – The speaker together with the other speakers. What do they synthesize? – Their collective form of life.

Consequence. Grammar has meaning as a network of forms of life processes.

‘Grammar–semantics’ as virtual-real. Grammar has its semantics: it is the real meaningfulness of virtual grammatical form. The distinction between grammar and semantics is relative. It is a consequence from the relative independence of the virtual on the real.

In reality grammar is local. Grammars alien to our own can use an adverb as subject (Japanese) and a noun form as predicate (Chinese). Some languages are inflected and some are
not. Local grammar is a form of the frame of reference of local language (‘background language’ – Quine 1968).  

Consequence. No universal grammar exists.

Local ontology depends on local grammar. Grammar traces out the ‘ontology’ within which people belonging to the linguistic community are thinking. It supplies them with categories like ‘subject–predicate’, ‘subject–copula–object’; ‘noun–verb–noun’. Those categories are only relative apriori. Local ‘ontology’ is the position, the form of descriptions made in the language of native people.

Demonstration is real reference. Reference is defining of a sign together with other signs with respect to a quale, phenomenon, experienced. Without demonstration, pointing to the referent outside any language, there is no definiteness in the world. Without correlation with other words there is no defining in speech.

Synthesis of a description. Description is sign synthesis: extended defining in the form of speech or text.

Definition. Descript: a unit of description.

‘Descript’ is a word or symbol carrying the status of an element from a local description of the world. A descript may be a local concept: ‘spirit’, ‘totem’, ‘deity’; category: ‘being’, ‘essence’, ‘idea’; a scientific notion: ‘energy’, ‘mass’, ‘velocity’. By means of sufficiently specific groups of descripts a culture can be recognized.

Communication – internal and external: interchange of information between linguistic individuals and communities. Communication can be defined as a game (language game – Wittgenstein) according to rules and using a language not necessarily understandable outside that game.

---

Communication corresponds to movement in mechanics. Here it is transfer of information, not of matter. In communication one assumes information to be transferred directly without distortion until one comes upon incomprehension.

Projections.
Consequence of Definition 8. *Translation is projection.* Translation is re-statement in another language. Taken virtually, translation is a transfer of information accompanied by its transformation from one language into another. Virtually, information can be transmitted from one code system to another. E.g., one and the same number can be written in different numeral systems. In the process no information is lost.

Words, statements and descriptions are projected from their reference area into an imaginary area: finite $\rightarrow$ infinite, accidental $\rightarrow$ necessary, being $\rightarrow$ nothingness. A concept referring to something at hand is projected into a polar concept for which nothing at hand is present.

*Transcendence.* Virtual projection spontaneously passes beyond the limits of validity, due to unawareness of the human form of the ‘objective’ world that is being described.

‘Virtual linguistic relativity’ is the mutual determination between words, statements and languages. Linguistic relativity is virtual with respect to the real one.

**5. Real relativity**

Worlding.
Consequence of Definition 2. In reality, life synthesizes forms in space-and-time as *life process*.

*Synthesis of meaning.* Life processes are syntheses of meanings with reference to a re-synthesis of the living form. Those processes confer meaning to the virtual processes.

Consequence of Definition 3. *The real is the non-virtual* living, *worlding*. 
The real is not ‘world’ in front of us (‘objective reality’). Real is the *living-of-the-world*. We do not live in a world but live the world.

Experiencing is non-relative, but I am me only with respect to someone else (we as against others). We humans are humans as against other beings. Life is life by virtue of overcoming death.

Consequence of Definition 4. *A real form is ‘that’ together with another.* A colour-form without sound, smell, taste and touch melts into ‘sensory form’, blue without non-blue melts into bright, ‘brightness’ without darkness melts into absence of light.

Ego and Positions.

Consequence of Definition 5. ‘The transcendental Ego’ purified from ‘empirical individual’ is empty.

Definition. *Attitude*: ‘mental aspect’ of position. We are perceiving, thinking and acting in durable forms. We describe the world, communicate with others and act, unconsciously tuned in to certain forms of speaking and acting. While we (re-)synthesize meanings our awareness is selective and contextual. An attitude confronts evident and impossible things, in which it traces out its boundaries.

‘Evidentness’ is ‘invisibility’ of attitude. ‘Evidentness’ is what is taken as evidently true because of the invisibility of its conditionality and dependence on attitudes and grammars. A statement-evidentness is an oxymoron: there is some evidence only to *vision*, only qualia are evident.

“I think, therefore I am.” “I am in the world”. “This world exists”. “The world is independent from me”, “A human being is a spirit (soul)–body”.

*Inertia and inertness of attitude*. Position is conserved in a state of rest or drift – it is not changed without exertion of force.

Consequence of Definition 8. *Projection of attitude*. We are projecting our visions of objects that are invisible in the
world, and those visions are moments of an attitude. A Christian believes in Jesus’ invisible body, a shaman visualizes spirits as ethereal spectres, a scientist imagines micro-particles, waves and strings as real.

Real communication

Definition. *Linguistic field*: space of linguistic acts and forms of a language.

Speaking and hearing, writing and reading are life processes in a field, not virtual transfers of information. For natural languages every translation changes information according to the differences in particular units and rules. There are *no rules for translation between different grammars* and, nevertheless, translations do exist. This is explained by real relatedness.

It follows that translation, taken as reality, is *projection of meaning into another language*.

Translation is transfer of meaning. But meaning as life process is local and cannot be transferred. A meaning is projected into a meaning by means of *description of life processes*.

In reality natural languages are not completely determined. Hence, translations between natural languages are not completely determined (indeterminacy of translation – Quine). Our scheme of a virtual–real gives a new explanation of the ‘translation indeterminacy’ together with ‘indeterminacy of the referent’ and ‘ontological relativity’.

‘Subject–object’ is *projection of a life process*. Subject–object as a cognitive form is projection of the life process in a

---

6 Quine, U.V.O. *Word and Object* (MIT Press, 1964): “An effect of recognizing this limitation is that the enterprise of translation is found to be involved in a certain systematic indeterminacy; ...” (ix)
state of perceiving by the body of the world external to it. The subject is not internal to life but is what is re-synthesizing itself.

**Free attitude:** precondition for understanding and cognition. The free attitude is awareness of the gravitation of life processes. Free attitude is adopting a position with *awareness of relativity*, seeing one’s position in relation to other positions. For the free attitude there is no evidentness and each statement is visible as relative. In this attitude progresses the grasping and description of ‘the other positions’.

*The virtual defines life* in order to organize it under the conditions of the environment and in presence of rivals and co-habitants. *The virtual directs* on the right path – the one on which live form is being re-synthesized.

*The virtual ‘is carried’ by the real.* The virtual does not exist outside the real: the real is its ‘carrier’ and ‘creator’.

*The real is indefinite with respect to the virtual.* The world does not speak. No form in the world determines a word to denote it. Sensation, image, perception, thought are indefinite with respect to language. Taken virtually, entropy is noise, taken really, it is indefiniteness of meaning.

No propositions can be drawn logically from perceptions (Popper).

Indefiniteness of ‘language’ with respect to the ‘world’. Language is not determined by the world; in particular, it is not a picture of the world. Words and qualia (elementary experiences) are incomparable.

*Grammar is not determined.* A given local grammar cannot be drawn from the forms of life of the respective community. This follows from the indefiniteness of the world to language.

*Denoting is undenotable.* No sign system is able to denote denoting itself – relating signs to qualia. Semantics is developed in a meta-language, in which a phenomenon is
represented by a name (‘white snow’) (Tarski 1944).\(^7\) There is no language capable to voice a statement about a phenomenon: ‘meta-language’ inevitably talks about qualia by means of names, using either a conventional or an artificial grammar. Pointing to a sensible form and uttering the name does no more avoid this situation: pointing is a sign – ‘that here’.

The sensible world is not congruent with description, but it is exactly that world that sets the boundaries of the describable. There is no grammar in it, but it is exactly its form that is the source of grammar in its several versions. In the sensible world there is no definiteness comparable to definiteness in words, but it is exactly qualia that set the horizon of words. There is not one single description of a group of phenomena, but people from distant cultures reach understanding in their perception of natural phenomena.

There is no universal metaphysics and ontology. There is no universal concept even for time. Concepts and beliefs like Being–Nothingness, Absolute–Relative, Necessary–Accidental, Possibility–Reality are specific, local.

There is no definite world independent of language, prior to and in front of language. But there is a shared world of humans – their life. Language interferes in the world invisibly and many linguistic notions appear to us as essences.

The real relativity has projections on three levels of human life: individual, community, global mankind.

Individual real relativity. As reality speech is inseparable from breathing, the movements of vocal chords, mouth and lips. The information carried by speech points to a form, state or doing. Statement is a vital act, not just interchange of information. Live speech does not stand against

an external world but defines meaning. Grammatical form is adapted to communal vital interest.

Local real relativity. Real communication is not an informational, but a vital process. Taken as reality, communication is an energetic process: we share attitudes, emotions, thoughts and co-ordinate our activities. Information is motionless: what is moving is structured energy (e.g. discrete impulses). Information is given meaning wherever it is taken as information; i.e. it is re-created. When acquiring meaning, it is being ‘bended’, distorted when transmitted from one individual to another, from one community to another.

Intersubjective projection. People interchange not just messages, but experiences. Language only ideally (virtually) is an expression of thoughts and interchange of information. As a real process, communication cannot be accomplished and observed from a neutral point of view. In communication we synthesize forms of expression and behaviour, which are socially adequate and acceptable for the others, we ‘bend’ individual meanings so as to synthesize a real communal meaning.

One’s own form is in part socially projected insofar as unconscious meanings are projected into conscious definitions and are distorted by a social Ego. Intersubjectively projected form is that part of individual form, which results from virtual projection of somebody else's life processes. Understanding somebody else’s statement is projected form.

Global real relativity.

With differences taken account of, languages are understandable, meanings is communicable and the world is one for all languages in one form of life – the human form.

‘Gravity’. Languages are shaped in the field of human life’s processes.

Communication – a ‘gravitational interaction’. In communication understanding is attained by means of live meaning, in real relativity. Communication, in the sense of real
relativity, corresponds to gravitational and accelerated movement in mechanics.

*Communication curvature.* Communication ‘curves information’ by its very accomplishment: we understand others by means of our own experience. In fact, this is no curvature, but a right line of communication in a ‘non-Euclidian’ space.

Qualia, identical for human individuals, are ‘gravity centres’ of linguistic phenomena. Words are shaped in the field of qualia. Thus, however distant, languages converge towards human form.

Thanks to human form meaning can be created and projected wherever humans live. Globality is the circumstance of all life processes and, especially, of human cultures being situated on the planet Earth. Locality is the circumstance of a community being situated with respect to other communities on the Earth. Real relativity allows defining the world in all sorts of languages and cultures. Analogously, ‘general relativity’ in mechanics allows the formulation of laws of motion in all sorts of moving systems – inertial as well as non-inertial.

*Real translation* ‘transfers’ meaning, not reference. As a real process translation is transmitting of meaning, not of words or grammar. Reducing translation to a formal replacement of words according to rules renders it senseless. This happens in computer translations guided by translation programmes, despite of programmers having applied dictionaries and grammars in the best possible way. The transfer of meaning is problematic. According to local real relativity every community creates and lives with its own meanings, which may be lacking in other communities. In this case a projection by analogy is made and a live situation is described.

*Indeterminacy of translation.* Real translation is not a complete translation. Real communication between individuals and communities is never a complete determination of referents or meanings, except for purely formal calculi. There is entropy
– talking at cross-purposes, distortion, annihilation of meanings. This entropy is a result or local orders.

Rival meanings. In conditions of plurality of individuals and communities competition for the same resources is present, for synthesis and re-synthesis of life. Communities’ vital processes interfere and clash. The values of certain communities are incompatible with those of others. The life of certain communities is incompatible with the life of others.

Cross-cultural communication. Cross-cultural communication is interchange of meanings between individuals from different cultural communities (native-alien). It is unintelligible from the point of view of virtual relativity and relativism. Cross-cultural living, in which someone is alien, is strained between the local meanings of one’s own and the foreign culture. But it does exist and is subject to development, which confirms the global character of linguistic forms related to human form.

6. Solutions of problems

As a result, our investigation game produces some new solutions.

Vital meaning. Life exceeds all possible meanings. It is unrealistic to look for ‘the meaning of life’ – a humanitarian ideologem, which never offered anything sensible beyond life itself, but only subjection to virtual projections: God beyond the world, a Good beyond good and evil things, Beauty beyond the beautiful, Truth beyond truths.

The world exceeds all possible descriptions. Every description is temporary and local. There is nothing untouchable in great ontologies, theories and ‘facts’.

Freedom–unfreedom. Conceptions of freedom in different cultures on the planet diverge up to incompatibility. In the West freedom is above all freedom of the person and in the Far East it is above all freedom from the person.
In the real relatedness of great local concepts like *freedom* to human form, freedom of the person is individual spontaneity of the life process and freedom from a person is getting awareness and surmounting of individual ego-projections.

Unawareness is taking the virtual for real. The attitude is taken for an innermost, interior I. Habitual thoughts are taken for ‘evidence’. Habits of mind are taken for true intuitions. Grammatical form is taken for ontological essence. Convictions and opinions are championed without awareness of relativity

*Identity*. One’s identification with an opinion, conviction, theory, position is an Ego: an unfree identity through unconscious acceptance of real attitudes and virtual projections as essences..

*Critiques between positions are senseless* if positions and sharing of the common human situation are not taken into account. That situation itself does not speak any particular language to be exalted above all other languages.

Anything can be proven or refuted from appropriate positions, insofar as proofs and refutations involve concepts and descriptions. Therefore in experience any ultimate proof of a theory is altogether impossible.

In the final account identity has a reverse power: it makes one dependent. In freeing ourselves from this virtual identity we find natural, spontaneous, *mutable identities* in the gradation: individual–community–humanity–life.

*Global awareness*. The live awareness of relativity makes our mental forms conditional and we do not expect them to be unconditionally the same as other people’s. We are ready for surprises, we explore and acknowledge other people’s attitudes and categories like religion without a God and a fate, freedom without individual independence, nature without the division in ‘human’ and ‘animal’ and world beyond the division ‘nature–culture’.
We realize the relativity and conditionality of the I, the Absolute, Necessity, Causality, Freedom.

This brings us nearer to planetary wisdom: we all, despite of our differences, are human and living beings and have to uphold our unconditional life against the destructive forces of the Universe.

*Cultural relativity.* The network of concepts and propositions about virtual and real relativity explains the phenomena of linguistic and cultural relativity observed and described by investigators of distant languages and cultures – linguists and anthropologists.

*Artificial–natural.* In the present study virtual is distinguished from real as artefact from life. Life can never be artefact. As a consequence, one is not able to create life from a non-living thing. Another consequence is that one is unable to create artificial live intelligence.

One cannot live in a virtual world. One is not born, does not live, neither die in the virtual. It is inhabited by images and signs.

*A rule of the mirror.* Relating is defining. *Always look for yourself in the other, the alien, your mirror-image.* Thus you are being defined. ‘The transcendental subject’ is invisible for itself. The eye does not see itself. One is not aware of one’s position and in this sense it is a zero-point, a reference point. Only in ‘mirroring’ the ‘transcendental’ becomes empirical and the invisible becomes visible. The unconscious is taken awareness of.

*West–East.* Taking the East as an underdeveloped cultural area is a West-centred misunderstanding. Taking the East as a location of great Truths is an illusion. In the perspective of the West an ‘Eastern mysticism’ is discovered – a projection-concept derived from ‘Western rationalism’. A ‘contemplation’ is discovered as a polar concept of ‘action’. These ‘discoveries’ are fictions corrected by an insight into the alien from the standpoint of a free attitude. We can understand
the others and the aliens. The relativism on the West–East axis dissolves on the level of human form.

‘Western description’: specificity. The Western description of the world is that description, which has been shaped in the wake of Western civilization in Antiquity and has developed till our days in Europe and North America. In categories it can be stated in the following way:

- **logos**: language and the world have one and the same form;

- **subject–object**: man is subject and the world is object, ‘objective world’;

- **culture–nature**: man is cultural being and nature is external to man;

- **spiritual–material**: ‘spirit’ is mixed with ‘idea’ and thus is virtualized as opposed to ‘body’ mixed with ‘matter’;

- **civilized–savage**: “We are the civilized, and the rest are barbarians” – position of great civilizations;

- **human–animal**: man is exceptional as a thinking being, and all the other living forms are lower in comparison to him;

- **scientific world view**: science is objective and unlimited, and shamanism, religion and common knowledge are subjective and limited;

- **rationality**: the Western world is rationally organized in technology, economy, society and state by virtual ends indirectly linked to the re-synthesis of life.

**Absolutism–relativism.** There is no hope for the discovery of absolute truths. Truths cannot be stated in non-relative formulas. There is no special way to state the human. That is not to say that the horizon of truths is boundless: all live truths are reduced to the human form of life.

**Rational–irrational (mystical).** The rational does not come down to logic. There is no ‘Reason’ and ‘Understanding’: concepts result from the ordering of perceptions by means of languages. The rational is synthesis of a life process with
human coming to awareness and comprehension. It is life’s shortest way through the non-living. Life transcends rational estimation and converts the rational into irrational. The world, taken independently of descriptions, is unknown and this is the ‘mystical’ (Wittgenstein).

**Spirit–nature.** This is a purely Western opposition unknown in other great cultures. In this attitude a human being is divided into a ‘spiritual essence’ and ‘natural basis’, the latter not belonging to human being. The meanings of this attitude reduce life to vegetating devoid of meaning, on the one part, and to speech, on the other part, which is attributed unconditional sense. This attitude is unfree and is freed by acknowledging it as virtual projection.

**Human–animal.** Asymmetric position polarizing one species against all the others. ‘Human-animal’ isolates humans from the other forms of life. It brings with it the conviction in man’s superiority, but within the inevitable human measure. The other creatures must be subject of our rule and may be subject of destruction. Such position is deadly on planetary scale.

**Subject–object.** There is no ‘object’ along with the ‘subject’, ‘in front of’ or ‘against’ it. There is no place where the subject ends and the object begins. The description of one’s position coincides with the description of one’s world.

**Transcendental–empirical subject.** What is experienced is a life process. This is a real, non-relative process, but not a transcendental one, since ‘I’ is related to ‘the other’. The ‘I’ does not see its own position, but whatever it sees it sees it from that position. This is a zero-position. The transcendental subject is an optical illusion, to which the invisible, local, empirical I corresponds.

**Knowledge–reality.** The classical opposition ‘knowledge–reality’ is strongly misleading and describes the world inadequately dissociating it from the ‘subject’. The question about the conformity of knowledge to a transcendent
thing (Husserl 1907) is a pseudo-problem. From the present study’s point of view there is no opposition ‘knowledge–reality’, since reality is immediately experienced. This experience coincides with authentic cognition, while ‘knowledge’ is description in a sign system.

**Humanities–natural sciences.** There is no ‘Spirit’ or ‘culture’ distinguished from ‘nature’ as ‘unique’ from ‘universal’. There is no special sphere of texts, the meaning of which is outside the experienced world. One cannot be born, live and die in a virtual world, in a language, in a culture. The classical division holds back humanities from the area of scientific investigation and natural sciences from the domain of artefacts. The study of artefacts spontaneously grades into scientific one and the other way round. Only essays employing metaphorical language are incommensurable with science. On the other respect, scientific description itself is a form of culture.

**Corresponding concepts:** families, language games (Wittgenstein), cultural relativism (Boas), linguistic relativity (Sapir, Whorf), human nature (empirical cultural anthropology), translation (theory of translation, radical translation, untranslatability), clash of cultures (Huntington) cross-cultural communication (understanding, being at cross-purposes, conflict, cultural disaster), reference (denotation), semantic framework (Carnap), conceptual scheme (Quine), information – amount of (Shannon), information – meaning (Kastler), world cultures (Spengler).

Four areas of study covered by the present work:
- linguistic relativity;
- logical relativity;
- conceptual relativity;
- descriptive relativity.  

---
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